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By ST AFF REPORT S

Neiman Marcus Group is ramping up its transformation plan in a brutal retail market with the hire of Lana
Todorovich as the department store chain's president and chief merchandising offer.

Formerly president for North America wholesale at preppy U.S. brand Ralph Lauren, Ms. Todorovich will now head
up merchandising operations at the 43-store Neiman Marcus and its sister brands. She will report directly to Neiman
Marcus Group CEO Geoffroy van Raemdonck.

"Lana is a great addition to our leadership team," Mr. van Raemdonck said in a statement.

"As we build the preeminent luxury customer platform to bring seamless, personal and magical experiences to our
customers, Lana's depth of experience will help elevate the Neiman Marcus brand for customers, brand partners
and our associates," he said.

Merchandising is key to the department store's future in the United States as its vendors luxury brands and online
retailers nibble away at luxury retail sales.

Clicks and mortar
Ecommerce is the fastest-growing channel in luxury retail, making unique merchandise offerings at department
stores key differentiators.

Based in the Dallas, TX suburb of Irving, Ms. Todorovich will be central to Neiman Marcus' efforts to create more
engaging experiences within its store, online and on mobile.

Merchandising will form a key part of that realignment as department stores in the United States rush to reinvent
themselves as hubs of discovery and unique experiences that cannot be found online or in mono-brand stores.

Founded in 1907, Neiman Marcus Group owns the eponymous chain and Neiman Marcus Last Call, as well as New
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York's tony Bergdorf Goodman, Horchow and mytheresa.

U.S. competitors in the space include Saks Fifth Avenue, Nordstrom, Bloomingdale's and, to some extent, Macy's,
which also sells luxury goods.

These chains, like Neiman Marcus, have invested heavily in reinventing their bricks-and-mortar locations to
compete with the allure of online and mobile retailers such as Net-A-Porter, MatchesFashion, FarFetch, Moda
Operandi and the direct ecommerce operations of luxury brands.

The chains are not only retooling their stores to have cleaner, better displays of merchandise along more informed,
informally attired staff to attract younger affluent millennials and Gen Z shoppers, but also offering dining and
beauty services, bespoke experiences and exclusive products all to maintain the draw of walking into stores for
sensorial experiences not found online or on mobile.

What is in store
That said, research shows that shoppers are gravitating to online and mobile purchases for ease of transacting and
delivery, plethora of choice and constraints on time.

Retailers such as Neiman Marcus have accordingly improved their ecommerce presence, with merchandising,
pricing, store pickup for online orders and unique product assortment playing a key complementary role.

Bringing Ms. Todorovich on board will help Neiman Marcus accelerate its plans to stay competitive in a market
where ecommerce is expected to account for one in five sales over the next few years.

PRIOR TO Ralph Lauren, Ms. Todorovich was president of the women's apparel group at Global Brands Group,
president of Perry Ellis International and a senior leader at Warnaco-Calvin Klein.

The move to Neiman Marcus is a major step up for Ms. Todorovich.

"What an exciting time to join this talented leadership team and be part of a transformation that will make us more
relevant to our customers, deliver more value to our partners and provide wonderful growth opportunities for our
associates," Ms. Todorovich said in a statement.
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